
Post Flop Online Poker: Mastering Strategies
for Success

Online poker has become an increasingly popular form of entertainment and
competition over the years. With the rise of digital platforms, players from all
around the world can now engage in thrilling poker games without leaving the
comfort of their homes.
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One crucial aspect of online poker that often separates the winners from the
losers is the post flop strategy. Post flop refers to the stage of the game that
occurs after the dealer has revealed the first three communal cards on the table.
This is when the real action begins, and players must make strategic decisions
based on various factors.
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Understanding the post flop stage

After the flop is dealt, players have additional information about their hand and
the potential combinations they can achieve. This new information, combined with
a solid understanding of the pre-flop action, forms the basis for post flop decision-
making.

One of the key aspects of post flop play is the ability to accurately evaluate the
strength of your hand in relation to the community cards and your opponents'
likely holdings. This requires a combination of mathematical calculations,
observation, and psychological analysis.
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Key principles for successful post flop play

Mastering post flop strategies sets the foundation for becoming a successful
online poker player. Let's explore some key principles that can help maximize
your chances of making winning decisions:

1. Hand strength assessment

After the flop, it's crucial to assess the strength of your hand and how it relates to
the board. This involves understanding the probability of making different hand
combinations and considering the potential ways your opponents' hands might
have improved.

For example, if you have a pair of kings and the flop comes with two low cards
and a king, your hand is considered strong. However, if the board contains three
cards of the same suit, your pair of kings may now be vulnerable to a flush draw.

2. Observing player tendencies

Successful online poker players pay close attention to their opponents' actions
and tendencies throughout the game. Observing how your opponents bet, raise,
or check after the flop can provide valuable insights into the strength of their
hands.

By identifying patterns in your opponents' actions, you can exploit their
weaknesses and make informed decisions regarding your own bets and folds.

3. Position and initiative

Position refers to where you are seated in relation to the dealer button. Your
position at the table can greatly influence your post flop strategy. Players in late
position have a significant advantage as they have more information about their
opponents' actions before they have to act themselves.



Additionally, having initiative means being the aggressor in the hand. Seizing the
initiative after the flop allows you to control the betting and potentially force your
opponents to make difficult decisions.

4. Pot odds and expected value

Calculating pot odds and expected value is crucial for making informed decisions
after the flop. Pot odds determine the ratio of the current pot size to the cost of a
contemplated call. Analyzing pot odds helps you make decisions regarding
drawing to a winning hand or folding when the odds are not in your favor.

Expected value, on the other hand, considers the long-term profitability of a
specific decision. By estimating the expected value of different actions, you can
choose the option that is most likely to yield positive results over time.

Top post flop strategies for online poker success

Now that we have covered the fundamental principles of post flop play, let's dive
into some specific strategies that can give you the edge in online poker:

1. Continuation betting

A continuation bet is a bet made after the flop by the player who took the initiative
pre-flop. By making a continuation bet, you can capitalize on your perceived
strength and pressure your opponents into making mistakes.

However, it's important to use continuation betting strategically and adjust your
approach based on the board texture and your opponents' tendencies.

2. Floating

Floating involves calling a post flop bet with weaker holdings intending to bluff on
later streets. This strategy can be effective when you believe your opponent's



strong hand is not as strong as they initially portrayed it to be.

It requires careful observation and an understanding of your opponents' playing
style, as well as thoughtful timing and execution.

3. Semi-bluffing

Semi-bluffing is a powerful strategy that combines elements of both bluffing and
value betting. By semi-bluffing, you can assert aggression while having a chance
to improve your hand if called or raised.

When deciding to semi-bluff, consider the potential of improving your hand, the
strength of your opponents' likely holdings, and the pot odds you are receiving.

4. Adjusting to table dynamics

Online poker tables can vary greatly in terms of player skill, aggression levels,
and overall dynamics. Adapting your post flop strategy to the specific table
conditions is crucial for consistent success.

If the table is tight and passive, you can consider playing more aggressively and
capitalizing on weaker opponents. On the other hand, if the table is loose and
aggressive, it might be more prudent to exercise caution and wait for stronger
hands before committing your chips.

Mastering post flop strategies is essential for achieving long-term success in
online poker. By understanding the key principles, implementing strategic
concepts, and continuously improving your skills, you can elevate your game to
new heights.

Remember, post flop play requires a combination of analytical thinking,
psychological insights, and adaptability. So, practice diligently, seize



opportunities, and may the virtual felt be forever in your favor!
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In this follow-up to Preflop Online Poker, Sky teaches you the fundamental post-
flop skills you MUST learn to profit in online poker.

The insanely useful strategies presented here are clear and concise and taught
with many hand examples that demonstrate profitable poker play. Sky will quiz
your understanding throughout the book, and he’ll have you taking action on- and
off-the-felt with 55 different actions steps.

This isn’t just a read-it-in-5-days-and-shelve-it poker book. This book is your new
poker coach; teaching you strategies and expecting you to use them. Then when
you’re ready, repeating the process with the next valuable set of strategies.

In Post-flop Online Poker, you will learn:
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:: How to do the most important poker skill: Hand Reading. You’ll then use this
skill throughout the rest of the book to drive home each valuable strategy.
:: How to make profitable bluff and value cbets utilizing all the information
available to you.
:: How to use poker math to make +EV decisions that rake your opponent’s chips
into your stack.
:: How to defend against cbets profitably with check-raises, floats, probes and
even donk bets.
:: How to use crucial post-flop HUD statistics to exploit your database of hands on
every opponent.
:: Important mental game skills that you can develop as you work through the
book and execute the profitable strategies within.

Your next poker coach is right here in your hands. Post-flop Online Poker will help
you build the necessary skills on your way to the ultimate destination of Poker
Excellence.

Don’t wait.

Get this book NOW and begin learning from your new poker coach.
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